Monday's Seminar - Prof. Ianthi Tsimili
DATE(S)
le 10 décembre 2018
From 15:00 to 17:00

LIEU(X)

School of Medicine - Tours
Amphi. D

Our linguists invite the Prof. Ianthi Tsimpli to share her research and expertise

Asymmetries in language and cognition: the case of a polyglot-savant

Prof. Ianthi Tsimpli
University of Cambridge
Chair of English and Applied Linguistics

Department/Section:
Theoretical and Applied Linguistics
Faculty of Modern & Medieval Languages

CONTACT:
À lire aussi

Le Studium Conference: Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells (iPSCs): From Disease Models to Mini- Organs

Symposium Métabolomique Clinique par RMN

Le Studium Conference: Frontiers in Connectivity - Exploring and Dissecting the Cerebral White Matter
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